We believe that advocates for diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) benefit from a community to talk about issues and learn together. To empower those who wish to take a more active role in advocating DEI within their sphere of influence, we seek individuals who want to engage in more in-depth conversations and build relationships in small groups with others seeking to do the same.

**Join the first cohort of the CDEI community-of-practice pilot program to connect and grow with others.**

Everyone who cares about diversity, equity, and inclusion within engineering education can participate.

**What to Expect**
- You’ll match with a **group of ~5**.
- You’ll **meet monthly with your small group**.
- We’ll provide materials to help you establish and grow your community.
- We’ll have at least **three full group events** throughout the 2020-21 school year.

Visit our website for answers to frequently asked questions, to learn more, and to apply. [bit.ly/cdei-cic](bit.ly/cdei-cic)